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Much orbit sims into where you can explore the galaxy! TRUST ME!. Do not buy this software. It was last updated on
December 2015 and nothing else has happened. The offical website is no longer around. I couldn't get a refund as I spend too
long waiting.. good game and fun xD my advice download this game !!!xD. Another game wanting inApp purchases for energy
:(. I got this for free and even then it's not worth it. The cars it gives you can only be used in Street spec (the worst one).. Retro
gamers, it is exactly what you think it is.

Currently, there is no joystick support for the x360 controller, despite the setup splash screen before starting the game...

Mouse control: moving left or right from a fixed point where you hold down the L-mouse button, which also fires your weapon.
Space: jump back away from the grid. (consumes energy)
L-Ctrl: fires beam weapon. (consumes more energy)

The lack of controls is annoying, ATM, but hopefully joystick support will be added. The game itself is wonderfully frantic,
disorienting, and twitchy... exactly what a tube-shooter should be!. Be a detective, photograph clues, analyse evidence via
puzzles & add them to the evidence board.
This can at times be a difficult game as you have trouble knowing what or where you should go next. There is a map with a ?
For where you have something to do, there\u2019s a hint option too.
You can upgrade the UV light, Camera, evidence analyser etc to make them more efficient with points gained from using the
UV light to find hand & foot prints throughout the game.
There are a few freezing issues but in my case not as many as other reviews have stated.
The Bonus section is unlocked when you have completed the game (I hope, I haven\u2019t yet but I will update this review if it
doesn\u2019t) with wallpapers, music & a bonus game amongst others.
I haven\u2019t had any problem so far with not being able to click on an object in a HOG however some of the items are mis-
named.
There\u2019s a bug with the game which I have found when in the Submarine, I needed to put a fire out but I couldn\u2019t use
the extinguisher, I moved backwards & found myself back to before I entered the Sub I couldn\u2019t return so part of that was
not completed yet I could move onto the next chapter.
There\u2019s supposedly a strategy guide too but I cannot find it.
If you enjoy games where you have to think about what to do next then this is for you.. I remember playing this a few years ago
and it was fun. Why did i stop? no clue what so ever i just seemed to have completely forgotten of this games existance. Highest
of quality half life mod you can get for free; there aren't any better quality HL2 mods you can buy. Extremely well made maps
(although the island up top makes me feel like im playing Halo on the Silent Crytographer Map over and over again, which i
loved... Nostalgia) Although Half life gameplay has become rather predictable for me i still enjoyed puzzling my way through
the boundless amount of Combine like some sort of 653 Tank Battalion that consists of tanks that are as big as a city block with
more guns than people on earth.... but thats the appeal of Half life. How ever the f*cken unbearable amount of reading can get
off putting at least theres enough time to read it all.

10\/10 would run around with the 1st barrel i c and an SMG again!

Side note, not on topic.... i noticed if you are quick enough with the crouch button you can actually "crouch" at a higher position
than normal. E.x. you have a barrel in front of a door that leads to combine city you can hold yourself at a position just high
enough for you to shoot over the barrel while protecting yourself. How i never knew of this......... i will never fully understand..
The game seems a little unpolished and dated. There are strange dialogue at times, making the story telling rather basic. I think
the game mechanics can be simplified. I had in mind playing the game, have your own team etc. But there was too too much
character craft-skills. The drawing of the characters and the art style of the game looks great, but it doesn't really match the in-
game model. I think simplifying the game with just basic skill and level up progression, would be better than the strange-
meaningless skill crafting. I think improving dialogue and story telling would also be ideal as well.

As its current state, I cant say I'd recommend it, and I cant say I wont recommend it. Pretty neutral. I think the game has a
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potential for a lot of improvements from gameplay to story telling. However, it does look a little dated at times. I'll give it a
thumbs up, cause the developers seem to care what their players say, and is attentive to feedback.. Very good little game. Only
has about two hours of gameplay, so keep that in mind.

Combat system is interesting. Simple, yet engaging. Really only three buttons: Move, fire, short sprint in one direction.

Story is revealed through narration as you defeat demons.

I can't give a full review without spoilers, but I highly recommend. Very informative. Take the "Sexual Assault" warning
seriously.
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To the preschool children to play the painting game, a variety of icons a look to understand. There are free drawing and three
filled color templates. Unless it is really bought to the children to play, or completely worth the price.. Please disregard the
reviews saying that this game is not free. This game is definitely free.

There is an energy system where your actions cost energy and your energy can be refilled using in-system items, but there is no
need for using any real money. Your energy refills over time, at 2 mins per energy point, and each new level you achieve both
refills and adds more total energy points. You can even earn extra energy points by finding your items quickly.

I spent 3.5 hrs and went from level 1 to level 12 in one sitting- no money used at all. The energy bar system just forces you to
evaluate your actions strategically- for instance, I have enough energy to play at the cabin, but not at the library- even though I
need loot dropped from the library I will play the cabin, because that will give me enough energy to gain another level and my
total energy will be refilled.

This is a casual type game, but it's just right mix of thinking and not thinking to be fairly addictive. I didn't mean to spend 3.5
hrs playing, yet I did. There are various tricks the game implements to keep the game slightly different, but still pretty easy.
There's a nighttime mode, a silhouette mode, and around the time you get comfortable enough with a location to identify where
certain objects will be, the game adds more items to your list. Also, there are achievements to gain. I already have half the
achievements with just a few hours gameplay. Finishing the game completely should give you all the achievements without need
for any extra replays.

Please note, this is not a game that you will play through in one sitting unless you want to use a little real money to help. You
will need to leave the game periodically to allow your energy bar enough time to refill. However, it is still a fun, slightly
challenging, fairly addicting hidden object game that will keep you occupied for a while.

It's free and doesn't use much space on your computer, so I definitely recommend at least trying it out to see whether you
personally will like the game or not.. Nice Pack! I like the Fallout weapons the most. Horrible controls also too easy for cpu to
knock you off.. In general this game is fun. However, there is one thing that is very annoying but could easily be fixed! When
you switch from within the game back to the campaign menue all the gems you collected so far to uprade your ship are lost!
Well, there is a warning that says the progress made in this zone will be lost if you go back to the campaign menue. However,
the gems are collected throughout different zones within the campaign so you would think that only the gems you collected in
the current zone are lost, right!? While this game is entertaining and has nice mechanics this is something that really drives me
nuts!. This game has died. Terrible server, and only 1 update from the developer, and it's a damn shame. This game was going to
be great, but the devs simply got lazy with it. Meh. worth two bucks if you're really bored. I certainly was.. I like this concept of
this game, but I'm really frustrated. On game start you're immediately thrown into the first level with no instruction. After
figuring out the controls (controller works far better than WASD \/ Run shift \/ Space Bar jump + mouse, as many of the jumps
require running, and the default is set to walk speed with no auto-run available), I tried to complete the first maze. I assume I
have to find a portal like the one I entered to get there, but...there's no portal visible, and only one upward vertical jump
available; every other option (including after the first vertical leap) sends you down. Fine, I'll go down. After trying multiple
directions, and dying multiple times from missing jumps, I have yet even to SEE another portal, and the moving pillars shown in
the videos are not moving; everything is static, so there's no waiting for another path or a view of the portal to reveal itself.

The first level(s) should be easy, with short paths to reach easily visible portals while teaching mechanics and giving the player a
chance to become accustomed to the controls. Falling should not end the game at this learning stage; it should just force you to
retrace your steps to get back to the jump whose timing \/ speed you are learning. I gave up after at least 10 forced game
restarts.

I also strongly suggest that "Run" speed be the default, and the Shift \/ Left Trigger key instead be used to move at walk speed --
or make this an option in the configuration menu.. this game is a waste of time. run run monsters is better than it !!!do not buy
!!!!
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